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Important Features: Combine MEDLINE search with other database searches for access to full text. Always combine searches with MEDLINE to enhance results. Full text may not be available within the database but handy links to the NSU online catalog may lead to full text.

The HPD subscription currently includes the following full text databases: Nursing & Allied Health Collection: Expanded, Biomedical Reference Collection: Basic and Alt-Health Watch. All databases may be searched independently, with Medline or in combination.

SEARCH OPTIONS:

Located below the Search Boxes find other options called limiters and expanders.

A search for the relationship between cardiac arrest and consuming nuts as part of a “heart healthy” diet produced the following results:
View items by selecting one of the options allowed under the citation. Choose PDF or HTML full text to print or use the link to Library Catalog to find full text in another database if available.

**DATABASE OPTIONS**

To compile a group of items use the folder option. The citations shown below were added to a folder by clicking on the icon next to the desired articles.

Click on the folder when your search is complete and choose the option you wish to use from the top of the screen. Items may be printed, emailed or saved to a disk.

The “Check Library Catalog” link may lead to full text. See example at left.

Since not all full text journals are listed in NovaCat, you should also check on the “Electronic Journals” page in the HPD website.